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ABSTRACT: In the last two decades of  knowledge organization (KO) research, there has been an increasing 
interest in the context-dependent nature of  human knowledge. Contextualism maintains that knowledge is not 

available in a neutral and objective way, but is always interwoven with the process of  knowledge production and the prerequisites of  the 
knower. As a first step towards a systematic organization of  epistemic contexts, the concept of  knowledge will be considered in its onto-
logical (WHAT) and epistemological (WHO) including methodological (HOW) dimensions. In current KO research, however, either the 
contextualism is not fully implemented (classification-as-ontology) or the ambition for a context-transcending universal KOS seems to 
have been abandoned (classification-as-epistemology). Based on a combined ontology and epistemology it will be argued that a phenom-
ena-based approach to KO as stipulated by the León Manifesto, for example, requires a revision of  the underlying phenomenon concept as 
a relation between the known object (WHAT) and the knowing subject (WHO), which is constituted by the application of  specific meth-
ods (HOW). While traditional subject indexing of  documents often relies on the organizing principle “levels of  being” (WHAT), for a fu-
ture context indexing, two novel principles are proposed, namely “levels of  knowing” (WHO) and “integral methodological pluralism” 
(HOW). 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
The story is old and well-known. In one of  its many ver-
sions, seven blind men examine an elephant focusing on 
seven different aspects. The result is seven completely in-
commensurable descriptions of  the very same object of  
interest. The moral seems to be quite obvious: all these 
partial truths could be integrated within a bigger picture 
so long as you have eyes to transcend your own limited 
perspective. Thus the parable The Blind Men and the Ele-
phant illustrates the plurality of  epistemic contexts and the 
related problem of  relativism with regard to human 
knowledge. But like every story, this one is open to differ-
ent interpretations. 

The concept of  context (Latin: contextus from contexere = 
“to weave together,” “interwoven”) should itself  be con-
sidered in context since its meaning ranges between two 
fundamental opposites as a “dichotomization between ob-
jectified and interpretive approaches to context” (Talja et 
al. 1999, 761). Aligned with such a stereotypical under-
standing of  two poles of  a continuum, we can find the 
same distinction within current research on knowledge or-
ganization (KO) in the separation of  two camps which 
might be labeled as “modernism” (classification-as-ontol- 
ogy) versus “postmodernism” (classification-as-episte- 
mology) (Mai 1999, 2011; Szostak 2007).  

The “modernist” approaches tend toward a weak in-
terpretation of  the elephant parable seeing the manifold 
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perspectives merely as different aspects of  one and the 
same neutral phenomenon. These ontologically oriented 
theories consider the known object (the WHAT of  
knowledge) as something pre-given and completely inde-
pendent from any observer. In this view, a main goal is to 
classify the totality of  entities or phenomena in a universal 
and often faceted knowledge organization system (KOS) 
as neutral and objective as possible (Dahlberg 1974; Poli 
1996; Szostak 2007; Gnoli 2011). 

In contrast, the “postmodernist” approaches favor a 
much stronger interpretation emphasizing that observers 
from different perspectives “see” different phenomena 
indeed. In this view, the elephant as a metaphor for reality 
is seen as a social construction depending on the ob-
server’s cultural and historical background. As a conse-
quence, the development of  context-transcending or even 
universal KOS’s is regarded rather skeptically. These epis-
temologically oriented theories consider phenomena not 
merely as pre-given but as constructed by knowing sub-
jects (the WHO of  knowledge) which are always situated 
in horizons of  epistemic cultures seen as practice and dis-
course communities which constitute their own forms of  
life, language-games, and worldviews (Hjørland 2008; Ol-
son 2010; Mai 2011; Smiraglia 2012). 

In this paper, it will be argued that both approaches, al-
though not all mentioned theorists maintain a pure “mod-
ernist” or postmodernist” position as we will see, are not 
sufficient to cope with the challenges of  an inter- or trans-
disciplinary approach to KO as it is legitimately pro-
claimed, particularly by the León Manifesto (www.iskoi. 
org/ilc/leon.php) (ISKO Italy 2007). As a programmatic 
outcome of  the 8th conference of  the Spanish chapter of  
the International Society of  Knowledge Organization 
(ISKO), the León Manifesto proposes a phenomena-based, 
instead of  discipline-based, approach to classification the-
ory which has, of  course, its historical precursor in the 
medieval distinction between “ordo disciplinarum” versus 
“ordo rerum” (Rötzer 2003, 113-122). In current KO re-
search, however, either the perspectivism of  a classifica-
tion-as-epistemology or the universal scope of  a classifica-
tion-as-ontology seem to be neglected. Based on these 
premises, a systematic organization of  epistemic contexts 
appears as highly problematic. Dervin (2003, 130) writes: 
 

Admittedly in this discussion I have refused to be 
cowed by the polarized arguments of  either the 
more postmodern contextualists who see nothing 
but tyranny in systematization, or the more modern 
contextualists who see nothing but chaos in a fully 
implemented contextualism. 

 
As an alternative, an integrative approach is proposed based  
on a combination of  ontology and epistemology which 

might be termed “constructive realism” (Dux 2011, 148). 
In this view, knowledge is seen as both a human construc-
tion and, to some extent, a reflection of  reality which is 
partially independent from human observers. The essen-
tial consequence for phenomena-based KOS’s such as the 
Information Coding Classification (Dahlberg 2008) or the Inte-
grative Levels Classification (www.iskoi.org/ilc) (Gnoli 2011) 
is a revision of  the underlying concept of  phenomenon. It 
will be argued that each phenomenon should be consid-
ered as a relation between a known object (WHAT) and a 
knowing subject (WHO) which is constituted by the ap-
plication of  specific methods (the HOW of  knowledge). 
In other words, phenomena are not seen as independent 
of  the observer but related to perspectivism. Esbjörn-
Hargens and Zimmerman (2009, 35) write: 
 

Perspectivalists maintain that mind—far from being 
a mirror that passively receives independent phe-
nomena—plays an active role in co-constructing 
phenomena. Methodologies not only reveal, but also 
in some respect constitute the phenomena under in-
vestigation. What we call “facts,” in other words, are 
not ready-made but emerge in a complex process of  
perceptual, emotional, and cognitive negotiation be-
tween knower and known. 

 
As a consequence, in KO theory the ontological dimension 
should be seen as inextricably interwoven with the episte-
mological (including methodological) dimension. Each of  
them demands a systematic organization based on solid 
organizing principles; therefore, traditional content or sub-
ject indexing (WHAT) should be complemented by some-
thing tentatively termed “context indexing,” which takes 
the viewpoints of  the knowing subjects (WHO) as well as 
the applied methods (HOW) into account. While there 
seems to be a large agreement between “modernists” and 
“postmodernists” on the potential benefit of  a context in-
dexing, adequate organizing principles are rarely intro-
duced (Weinberg 1988; Begthol 1998; Mai 2003; Szostak 
2003; Hjørland 2008; Gnoli 2011). 

As a theoretical foundation for a systematic organiza-
tion of  epistemic contexts, cybersemiotics developed by 
Danish information scientist Søren Brier (2008, 143) of-
fers a non-reductionist approach to a “transdisciplinary in-
tegration of  knowledge from different viewpoints, meth-
ods and subjects areas.” Likewise, integral theory devel-
oped by American philosopher Ken Wilber (2000b) is 
widely compatible with the cybersemiotic approach and 
offers a framework for a comprehensive analysis of  the 
ontological, epistemological, and methodological dimen-
sions of  knowledge. 

The main goal of  this paper is to demonstrate that an 
implementation of  perspectivism and contextualism in 
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any phenomena-based KOS requires a revision of  the un-
derlying concept of  phenomenon as a triadic relation be-
tween the WHAT, the WHO, and the HOW of  knowl-
edge. 
 
2.0 The WHAT of  knowledge: ontology 
 
If  the elephant is a metaphor for reality, then the blind 
men represent the epistemic contexts, i.e., the circum-
stances of  knowledge production which constitute the 
preconditions and limitations of  human knowledge. Esb-
jörn-Hargens and Zimmerman (2009, 15) write: 
 

what someone calls ‘reality’ depends on What part 
of  reality one is examining, Who is doing the exam-
ining, and How they examine (or which methods 
they use). 

 
Although these three dimensions seem to be closely re-
lated and equally important, the ontological question for 
the WHAT of  knowledge will be the first one addressed. 
Ontology (Latin: onto- from Greek: ὤν, on / ὄντος, ontos = 
“being,” “that which is”) is the study of  being and how 
reality is constituted and structured. Ontological theories 
are typically concerned with entities, things, objects, phe-
nomena, properties, structures, elements, processes, or 
simply beings. To keep within the elephant picture, there 
is a plethora of  phenomena ranging from anatomy to 
brain physiology to DNA sequence to food habits to herd 
behavior or even psychopathology. One of  the main tasks 
of  a comprehensive KOS is to integrate all these topics or 
knowledge subjects in a systematic way indicating their 
thematic interconnectedness. 

The point of  departure for ontologically-oriented ap-
proaches is that reality itself  underlies a certain structure 
which can be adopted as organizing principle for KOS’s 
based on entities or phenomena. In KO theory, there ex-
ists a long and today widely spread tradition of  relying on 
the concept of  “levels of  being” (Dahlberg 2008, 163) 
also known as “levels of  reality” or “integrative levels” 
(Austen 1969; Huckaby 1972; Foskett 1978; Spiteri 1995; 
Gnoli and Poli 2004; ISKO Italy 2007; Szostak 2007; 
Dahlberg 2008). Gnoli (2008, 178-79) writes: 
 

One suitable principle to classify phenomena inde-
pendently from disciplines has been found to be the 
notion of  integrative levels, also referred to as “levels 
of  organization” or (less accurately) “levels of  com-
plexity.” These terms refer to the observation that 
world phenomena belong to different ontological 
levels, spanning from the material, to the organic, 
the mental, and the cultural. 

 

The basic idea is that cosmic evolution emerges in levels 
of  increasing complexity and integration at which each 
higher level includes and transcends the lower levels (Blitz 
1992). This is the reason why the integrative levels, often 
depicted as a hierarchy of  concentric circles, are following 
a chronological order. A simple example is given by the 
sequence atom—molecule—cell—organism (Feibleman 
1954). The integrative character of  such levels can be illus-
trated with the elephant, which as an organism is com-
posed of  cells which themselves are composed of  mole-
cules and so on. Interestingly, most discipline-based KOS’s 
rely implicitly on the notion of  evolutionary order and the 
levels of  being manifested in a typical sequence such as 
physics—chemistry—biology—psychology—social sci-
ences/humanities (Dousa 2009). 

One of  the earliest attempts to develop a universal 
KOS based on entities or phenomena are the works by the 
Classification Research Group (CRG) during the 1960s. 
The basic schema of  the proposed New General Classifica-
tion is explicitly oriented on the organizing principle of  
“integrative levels” (see Figure 1 based on Huckaby 1972, 
101-02).  

The motivation for the development of  phenomena-
based approaches to KO is to overcome the constraints 
of  the prevailing discipline-based classifications, in par-
ticular, their under-determined attribution of  documents 
or knowledge subjects to one single classification entry as 
well as the adaptation of  new scientific developments 
(Foskett 1978; ISKO Italy 2007). The decisive advantage 
of  a phenomena-based KOS is seen in its nature as a 
“‘one place’ classification” (Hjørland 2008, 338), which 
enables a non-redundant organization of  entities often 
used as point of  reference for further facets (Gnoli 2008, 
2011; Gnoli and Szostak 2009). 

The basic schema of  the New General Classification pro-
posed by the CRG is based on phenomena, but is not de-
veloped to a final and applicable version since the organiz-
ing principle of  integrative levels appears to be inconsis-
tent because of  various branching and dead-ends within 
the hierarchical classificatory structure (Huckaby 1972; 
Spiteri 1995). 

The foundational work of  the CRG inspired some fol-
lowing endeavors such as the Information Coding Classifica-
tion (ICC) developed in the 1970s by Ingetraut Dahlberg. 
In ICC, the main classes are organized according to nine 
levels of  being. Dahlberg (2008, S163) lists them as fol-
lows: 
 

General forms and structures 
Matter and energy 
Aggregated matter (cosmos and earth) 
Biological objects (micro-organisms, plants, animals) 
Human Beings 
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Figure 1. CRG basic schema 
 
 
Societal Beings 
Material products of  mankind (products of  econ-
omy and technology) 
Intellectual products (scientific, information and 
communication products) 
Spiritual products (language, literature, music, arts, 
etc.). 

 
In opposition to the CRG’s level model, the ICC classifies 
material artifacts after biological entities, since they de-
pend on the historical appearance of  human beings. Nev-
ertheless, the human related main classes (5-9) seem to 
violate both the chronological and the integrative princi-
ple. On the one hand, areas such as technology, science,  

 
 

Figure 2. ILC basic schema 
 
 

and language are interdependent and should be consid-
ered as developing not in a linear sequence but in co-
evolution. On the other hand, intellectual products like lit-
erature and music are not composed of  societal beings or 
material products in the same way as molecules are com-
posed of  atoms. These kinds of  problems challenge most 
phenomena-based KOS’s organized according to the prin-
ciple of  levels of  being as is the case with the international 
project Integrative Levels Classification (ILC), which adopts 
the underlying organizing principle for its own title (Gnoli 
2008). The development of  the ILC’s basic schema is in-
spired by James Feibleman’s (1954) “laws of  the levels” 
and by Nicolai Hartmann’s (1953) categorical analysis (see 
Figure 2 based on Gnoli 2008, 184). 
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The basic problems of  applying the integrative levels 
principle in a coherent way are discussed particularly by 
Claudio Gnoli and Roberto Poli in their explicit ontologi-
cal approach to knowledge organization (Gnoli 2008; Poli 
1996, 1998, 2001, 2006; Gnoli and Poli 2004). Gnoli 
(2008, 187) writes:  
 

While material and organic levels can be arranged in 
a linear sequence quite easily, mental, social, and cul-
tural levels look more ‘tangled.’ 

 
For example, mental phenomena such as perceptions, emo-
tions, or thoughts seem to be categorically different from 
both material phenomena (interior versus exterior) and so-
cial phenomena (individual versus collective). Following 
Hartmann’s ontology, Gnoli and Poli argue to diminish the 
level concept in distinguishing between truly integrative lev-
els (“layers”) and non-integrative levels (“strata”), although 
it is recognized that the “relation between strata generally 
remains unanalyzed and quite mysterious” (Gnoli 2008, 
185). Furthermore, their proposed level model seems not to 
be appropriate for social or cultural phenomena at all (see 
Figure 3 based on Poli 1998, 203). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Integrative and non-integrative levels 
 
These inconsistencies of  the underlying level model are 
seen as open problems and challenges for recent classifica-
tion research, although Poli considers also alternative prin-
ciples for modeling levels of  being. The first alteration 
might be called the principle of  co-evolution. Poli (2001, 
173-74) writes: 
 

I wish at least to suggest that a different opinion is 
possible ... that the realm of  material phenomena 
acts as the basis, as the bearer, of  both mental and 
social phenomena. In their turn, the realms of  men-
tal and social phenomena reciprocally determine 
each other. The underlying idea is that there are no 
societies without minds, just as there are no minds 
without corresponding societies. Put otherwise, 
mental and social systems are formed through co-

evolution: the one is the environment prerequisite 
for the other. 

 
The second alteration might be called the principle of  
panpsychism. Poli (2001, 280) continues: 
 

The reductionist approach has historically relied on 
the help of  a materialistic metaphysics. The different 
orientation offered by the theory of  the levels may 
likewise rely on the support provided by a different 
metaphysics – in this case, a panpsychist theory 
which holds that the ultimate nature of  the universe 
is that of  a society of  minds. Before this view is 
held up for ridicule, it should be remembered that it 
has been put forward by no less thinkers than Leib-
niz, Brentano and Whitehead. 

 
In the following, an alternative level model will be intro-
duced, which takes these two principles into account. Both 
of  them have historical precursors; the principle of  co-
evolution is emphasized, for example, by William Morton 
Wheeler or George Herbert Mead, while the principle of  
panpsychism is postulated particularly by Conwy Lloyd 
Morgan (Blitz 1992). The proposed AQAL model (akro-
nym for “All Quadrants, All Levels”) is developed by Ken 
Wilber as the core element of  his integral theory and of-
fers, at the price of  a radical divergent ontology, a more 
consistent model of  levels of  being (Wilber 1997, 2000a, 
2000b). 

Integral theory, quite similar to cybersemiotics, is an at-
tempt to integrate knowledge across disciplines and do-
main-specific perspectives in order to enhance transdiscipli-
nary research. The concept of  transdisciplinarity (Latin: 
trans- = “across,” “over,” “beyond”), which following Erich 
Jantsch “signifies the interconnectedness of  all aspects of  
reality” (Klein 1980, 66), covers also the connotation in-
tended by its inventor, the Swiss philosopher Jean Piaget, 
not merely to embrace all disciplines but also to transcend 
scientific knowledge as such (Nicolescu 2010; for the de-
rived concept of  “postdisciplinarity,” see Esbjörn-Hargens 
2006, 82). This means to honor also non-scientific knowl-
edge forms such as mythic narratives and other folk knowl-
edge which contribute a remarkable amount to the cultural 
heritage we collect and organize in our memory institutions 
such as libraries, museums, and archives. 

In opposition to linear level models, the AQAL model 
is divided into four main areas of  phenomena or quad-
rants based on two fundamental distinctions reflecting the 
categorical differences between singular/plural (or indi-
vidual/collective) and inside/outside (or interior/exterior). 
These quadrants are seen as co-evolving and highly inter-
dependent but at the same time irreducible to each other 
(see Figure 4 based on Wilber 2000b, 198). 
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The upper right quadrant (“Behavioral”) represents exte-
rior-individual and only in that sense “objective” phenom-
ena described in a third-person-language (e.g., behavior 
and organism), the upper left quadrant (“Intentional”) 
represents interior-individual and only in that sense “sub-
jective” phenomena described in a first-person-language 
(e.g., consciousness and knowing), the lower left quadrant 
(“Cultural”) represents interior-collective and only in that 
sense “intersubjective” phenomena described in a dialogi-
cal second-person-language (e.g., worldview and culture), 
and the lower right quadrant (“Social”) represents exte-
rior-collective and only in that sense “interobjective” phe-
nomena described in a third-person-language (e.g., society 
and environment). 

The basic idea of  integrative levels is a hierarchy of  
emergent levels characterized by increasing complexity 
and integration: “Evolution is indicated not necessarily by 
increasing size but by increasing depth, or degree of  struc-
tural organization” (Wilber 2000b, 565). Accordingly, the 

AQAL model depicts cosmic evolution from the big bang 
(origin of  ordinates) to today in a series of  successive de-
velopmental stages. 

Following Erich Jantsch, the human brain is the most 
complex entity known, and the upper right quadrant (ex-
terior-individual) represents some of  the main stages or 
levels of  emergence as a sequence from atoms to mole-
cules to cells to more and more complex organisms up to 
human beings (“SF” stands for “structure function” as a 
place holder for brain physiological counterparts of  com-
plex consciousness evolution, see Feinberg 2011).  

According to the principle of  co-evolution, mental 
phenomena like perceptions, emotions, or symbolic and 
conceptual thinking correspond with neural or physiologi-
cal states, in other words, consciousness development par-
allels brain development and is represented in the upper 
left quadrant (interior-individual). For example, the cogni-
tive competences of  fish and amphibians (“neural chord”) 
are limited to simple perceptions, while reptiles (“brain 

 
 

Figure 4. AQAL basic schema 
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stem”) possess also impulses and rudimentary emotions; 
furthermore, lower mammals (“limbic system”) and 
higher mammals (“neocortex”) are increasingly able to 
more complex forms of  cognition. Beyond that, human 
beings can develop linguistic (“concepts”), concrete-
operational (“conop”), formal-operational (“formop”), or 
postformal (“vision-logic”) modes of  thinking (for a dis-
cussion of  postformal cognition see Alexander and 
Langer 1990; Wilber 2000b). In cognitive and comparative 
psychology, such levels of  cognitive competence are typi-
cally modeled as developmental stages based on the prin-
ciple of  integrative levels (Campbell and Bickhard 1986; 
Tobach 1987). Correspondingly, consciousness evolution 
can be traced back to phylogenesis, although its roots 
seem to be blurred and obscure. 

The principle of  panpsychism underlying the integral 
model maintains that exterior and interior developments 
are equiprimordial which means to have the same origin in 
time and to co-evolve from the beginning. In opposition 
to popular theories of  emergent evolution, consciousness 
phenomena in a broad sense of  a first-person-perspective 
are not supposed to jump suddenly into existence ex ni-
hilo but to develop successively from vague beginnings to 
forms of  increasing complexity and integration (Wilber 
2000b). Not only Alfred N. Whitehead concedes a specific 
form of  interiority (“prehension”) even to atoms, but 
Søren Brier (2008, 99), referring to Charles S. Peirce, also 
argues for panpsychism: “The implication of  this is that 
qualia and ‘the inner life’ are potentially there from the 
beginning.” Although in strong opposition to present 
mainstream views, such a notion has always been an un-
derlying theme in the history of  Western thought and is 
put forward by philosophers like Galen Strawson or cog-
nitive scientists like David J. Chalmers even today (Skrbina 
2005). Nevertheless, it is not necessary to adopt a panpsy-
chist worldview to apply the framework of  integral theory 
in a fruitful way since the beginning of  consciousness 
evolution could easily be represented in higher stages in 
the upper left quadrant. 

In the lower half  of  the model, the collective counter-
parts of  exterior and interior phenomena are depicted 
since evolution is not limited to single entities (microevo-
lution) but also includes systems or societies of  these enti-
ties (macroevolution) (Jantsch 1980, 75-182). In the lower 
right quadrant (exterior-collective), the levels of  material 
macroevolution are represented as they correspond with 
the levels in microevolution. For example, at the level of  
atoms, the most complex phenomenon in macroevolution 
is a star as integral part of  a galaxy or supergalaxy. Like-
wise, at the level of  molecules, the most complex phe-
nomenon is a planet; at the level of  cells, the most com-
plex phenomenon is an autotrophic ecosystem (also 
known as “Gaia system” coined by Lynn Margulis and 

James Lovelock), followed by heterotrophic ecosystems in 
which, for the first time, organisms metabolize other or-
ganisms. Furthermore, collective levels of  increasing 
complexity are represented up to the appearance of  hu-
man societies, which themselves can develop through dif-
ferent stages from foraging to horticultural and agrarian to 
industrial and informational societies. According to the 
principle of  integrative levels, each level includes and tran-
scends the lower levels, for example, the existence of  an 
ecosystem depends on the existence of  a planet which it-
self  depends on the existence of  a star or a galaxy. 

Finally, in the lower left quadrant (interior-collective), 
the levels of  intersubjectivity are represented as they 
manifest in human societies as shared worldviews. In 
other words, consciousness evolution is an interdependent 
process related to both microevolution (psychogenesis) 
and macroevolution (sociogenesis). Habermas (1984, 68) 
writes: 
 

As is well known, Piaget distinguishes among stages 
of  cognitive development that are characterized not 
in terms of  new contents but in terms of  structur-
ally described levels of  learning ability. It might be a 
matter of  something similar in the case of  the 
emergence of  new structures of  worldviews. 

 
The reconstruction of  such a long-term development of  
worldview structures is the main concern of  the historico-
genetic approach in sociology of  knowledge which also 
leads to stage models following the principle of  integra-
tive levels (Piaget 1973; Hallpike 1979; Habermas 1984; 
Kitchener 1987; Piaget and Garcia 1989; Oesterdiekhoff  
1997; Dux 2011; Wenzel 2000; Robinson 2005; Tsou 
2006; Bammé 2011). 

To what extent we can speak of  intersubjectivity at the 
sub-human levels depends on the chosen starting point of  
consciousness evolution in general. For example, biosemi-
otics concedes specific modes of  intersubjectivity also to 
simple organisms and cells (Brier 2008), whereas White-
head, as quoted by Poli, considers even the atomic level as 
a “society of  minds.” The labels of  the quadrants (con-
sciousness, behavior, culture, and society) should be taken 
in the same sense of  terminological analogy, since these 
concepts are obviously anthropocentric, whereas they are 
meant to embrace all successive levels and merely indicate 
specific categories: subjective, objective, intersubjective, 
and interobjective (see Figure 5). 

The “quadrants” and “levels” can be considered as the 
basic schema of  the AQAL model. However, in order to 
locate phenomena even more precisely the integral frame-
work introduces further elements which should at least be 
mentioned here. Within the level sequence in each quad-
rant, there are different more or less independent devel-
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opmental “lines” (e.g., in consciousness evolution there 
are lines of  cognitive, moral, ego, or value development) 
and specific “types” (e.g., feminine or masculine) of  such 
lines, supplemented by temporary “states” (e.g., anger, 
happiness, flow or peak experiences) (for an introduction 
see Combs and Esbjörn-Hargens, 2006; Esbjörn-Hargens 
2010). Admittedly, Wilber emphasizes that many details 
have to be completed and that the basic schema of  his in-
tegral model is “nothing but a simple schematic summary 
to help further discussion” (Wilber 1997, 72). 

In comparison to traditional linear level models such as 
the ILC’s basic schema, the advantages offered by the 
AQAL ontology based on the principles of  co-evolution 
and panpsychism, although the latter is merely a logical 

consequence of  the former, becomes more apparent (see 
Table 1). 

While in ILC, “matter” is considered as the lowest 
main level, in AQAL, material phenomena are represented 
by the right-hand quadrants embracing all levels of  com-
plexity from atoms to brains and from galaxies to com-
puters of  the information age. Following Pierre Teilhard 
de Chardin, the main levels in the integral model are 
termed “physiosphere” (1-2), “biosphere” (3-8), and 
“noosphere” (9-13), the latter derived from Greek νοῦς, 
nous = “mind,” “spirit” (Wilber 2000b, 15). 

According to integral theory, all quadrants at each level 
co-evolve. This implies that, first of  all, even the lowest 
inorganic levels of  physiosphere contain diffuse forms of  

 
 

Figure 5. Levels of  being (AQAL) 

 
 Needham Feibleman Hartmann ILC Brier AQAL 

Atom Physical Physical 

Molecule 
Inorganic 

Chemical 
Material Matter 

Chemical 
Physiosphere 

Cell Biological Organic Life Biological 

Organism 
Biological 

Psychological Psychic Mind Psychological 
Biosphere 

Society 
Human 

Being 
Social Cultural Spiritual 

Culture 
Linguistic Noosphere 

 
Table 1. Level models 
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interiority or qualia, and, secondly, that there is a clear dis-
tinction between micro or individual phenomena (e.g., 
atom, molecule) and macro or collective phenomena (e.g., 
star, planet). In opposition to ILC, in the AQAL‘s bio-
sphere the areas of  “life” and “mind” are not considered 
as separate and subsequent levels, but as two co-evolving 
areas of  phenomena (right hand versus left hand quad-
rants) both succeeding the same general level sequence. 
As all levels, biosphere makes a distinction between indi-
vidual phenomena (e.g., organism) and collective phe-
nomena (e.g., ecosystem). Finally, ILC’s distinction be-
tween a material “society” and an immaterial “culture” as 
subsequent linear levels is replaced by co-evolving quad-
rants (lower right and lower left) in AQAL’s noosphere. 
The noosphere is also the place to locate technical or cul-
tural artifacts and documents since their historical appear-
ance depends on the human mind and its developmental 
stages (for pioneering works of  a developmental approach 
to the organization of  cultural artifacts see Goldmann 
1975; Gebser 1985; Thompson 1996; Combs 2005). 

In opposition to traditional linear level models, the co-
evolutionary AQAL model offers for the first time a con-
sistent concept of  integrative levels in terms of  both the 
integrative principle as well as the chronological principle. 
Accordingly, the integral model provides a conclusive level 
concept even for social, cultural, and mental phenomena 
which seem to be treated more intuitive and unmethodical 
in previous phenomena-based KOS’s (Huckaby 1972; Spi-
teri 1995; Gnoli and Poli 2004). For example, from the per-
spective of  integral theory, Poli’s areas “history,” “art,” 
“law,” and “economy” in Figure 4 are not considered as 
genuine levels of  being but as specific developmental lines 

which itself  can evolve through different levels of  com-
plexity.  

Furthermore, the differentiation in four quadrants re-
flects the “differentiation of  three values spheres” (Haber- 
mas 1984, 164), which can be seen as a main achievement 
of  modernity, also denoted as “knowledge areas” (Brier 
2000, 444) or “The Big Three” (Wilber 2000b, 149). By 
those means, some fundamental context references are 
made visible which seem to be rather marginalized in KO 
theory (see Table 2). 

In conclusion, the traditional organizing principle “lev-
els of  being” could benefit from the differentiation in co-
evolving areas of  phenomena in a considerable way. From 
the perspective of  integral theory, one of  the most impor-
tant challenges for knowledge organization is the notion 
of  developmental levels of  interiority which are supposed 
for both levels of  consciousness in psychogenesis (inte-
rior-individual) and levels of  worldviews in sociogenesis 
(interior-collective). Such a novel organizing principle 
might be termed “levels of  knowing” (Campbell and 
Bickhard 1986, 1), which can also be labeled as “levels of  
representation” (Gnoli and Poli 2004), “levels of  descrip-
tion” or “levels of  interpretation” (Poli 2001, 261-62), 
“levels of  abstraction” (Piaget and Garcia 1989, 264), or 
“levels of  consciousness” (Wilber 2000b, 214). But this re-
fers already to the epistemological dimension of  knowl-
edge which should be treated in the next section. 

According to integral theory, however, these two di-
mensions are inextricably interwoven: “In my view, the ba-
sic structures in the Great Nest [= “levels of  reality,” 
M.K.] are simultaneously levels of  both knowing and be-
ing, epistemology and ontology” (Wilber 2000a, 236). 

 
Objective/ 

Interobjective Intersubjective Subjective 

Plato The Truth The Good The Beautiful 

Immanuel Kant Pure Reason Practical Reason Judgment 

Max Weber Science Moral Art 

Martin Heidegger Um-Welt Mit-Welt Selbst-Welt 

Karl Popper World 1 World 3 World 2 

Jürgen Habermas Truth Rightness Truthfulness 

Günter Dux Physical World Social World Inner World 

Søren Brier Nature Culture Spirit 

Ken Wilber Third-Person-Perspective 
Second-Person-

Perspective First-Person-Perspective 

 
Table 2. Value spheres and validity claims of  knowledge 
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Likewise, the cybersemiotic approach is fundamentally 
based on such an integrative level model, considered as 
“combined ontology and epistemology, conceptualized as 
... levels of  existence and knowing” (Brier 2008, 389). 

In other words, there are not only different levels of  
being but at the same time different levels of  knowing the 
being. Admittedly, the “modernist” approaches to knowl-
edge organization consider the epistemological dimension 
as secondary when maintaining a primacy of  the ontologi-
cal dimension as it is programmatically expressed in the 
Integrative Levels Classification project: “Its unities of  classifi-
cation are phenomena, considered as neutral objects of  
knowledge, independent from any approach or viewpoint 
by which they can be treated” (ISKO Italy 2007, 8; see 
also Gnoli and Poli 2004; Gnoli 2012). In this view, the 
points of  reference are pre-given ontic structures which 
implicate that the validity of  knowledge is seen as com-
pletely independent from the contextuality of  knowledge 
production. In recent theory of  knowledge as well as in 
the philosophy of  science such a view is seen as meta-
physical thinking and, therefore, hopelessly outdated as 
pointed out by Habermas (1992, 49): 
 

Such internal connections between genesis and valid-
ity have been uncovered by pragmatism from Peirce 
to Quine, by philosophical hermeneutics from 
Dilthey to Gadamer, and also by Scheler’s sociology 
of  knowledge, Husserl’s analysis of  the lifeworld, the 
anthropology from Merleau-Ponty to Apel, and 
postempirist theory of  science since Kuhn. 

 

Conclusively, neutral or context-independent knowledge 
simply does not exist. For that reason, each phenomenon 
has to be considered in its own context of  discovery (or 
more precisely: context of  genesis). As a consequence, for 
a phenomena-based KOS, it is mandatory to organize 
epistemic contexts in a systematic way, as will be sketched 
out in the next two sections. 
 

3.0 The WHO of  knowledge: epistemology 
 

If  the elephant is a metaphor for reality, then the blind 
men do not only represent the access points to an object 
under investigation but also indicate the fact that knowl-
edge is always knowledge by someone. In other words, 
even if  the seven blind men each examine the elephant’s 
trunk the result could be seven completely incommensur-
able descriptions. This refers to the epistemological ques-
tion for the WHO of  knowledge. 

Epistemology (Greek: ἐπιστήμη, epistéme = “cognition,” 
“knowledge”) is the study of  knowledge and how it is ac-
quired and influenced. According to Hjørland and Hartel 
(2003, 242), epistemological theories are typically con-
cerned with:  

– “approaches” 
–  “metatheories” 
–  “movements” 
–  “paradigms” 
–  “philosophies” (of  discipline X) 
–  “regimes” (e.g., treatment regimes) 
–  “schools” (of  thought and research) 
–  “systems” (of  thought and research) 
–  “traditions” (academic) 
–  “trends” (in a field) 
–  “views” (point of  views). 
 
According to the weak interpretation of  the parable by the 
“modernists,” there would be only one valid representa-
tion of  reality, while all the others would be biased, in-
complete, or deluded in some way. But such an assump-
tion implicates the possibility to have a view from no-
where or a God’s eye perspective which allows to see real-
ity how it “really” or “in itself ” is (realism). In contrast, 
the strong interpretation by the “postmodernists” denies 
the existence of  such a privileged point of  view arguing 
for a plurality of  equally valid viewpoints since there is no 
place from which to compare divergent constructions of  
reality in an unbiased way (anti-realism). A mediating role 
between these extreme positions could be taken by a 
metatheoretical standpoint which might be termed “con-
structive realism.” Dux (2011, 148) writes: 
 

Let us note that each and every organization of  life 
is only capable of  forming in an autonomous uni-
verse by keeping this autonomy in mind. If  one 
takes this into account, a postulate results regarding 
the constructivism of  human knowledge that can 
hardly be negated: this constructivism must be able 
to integrate reality into its constructs in such a way 
that reality-based knowledge is gained... .  By taking 
this turn at least provisionally, the theory of  knowl-
edge would assume a position compatible to what I 
term constructive realism or realistic constructivism. 

 
In combining epistemology and ontology, this theory of  
knowledge seeks to integrate both the undeniable con-
structivism of  human knowledge as well as its capability 
to reflect reality which is seen as partially independent 
from a human observer. In other words, neither the prem-
ise of  pre-given ontic structures nor the premise of  arbi-
trary epistemic constructions of  reality are required, two 
extreme positions also known as the “myth of  the given” 
invented by Wilfried Sellars and the “myth of  the frame-
work” coined by Karl R. Popper (Esbjörn-Hargens and 
Zimmerman 2009, 563). 

Thus, an integration of  the “modernist” and “post-
modernist” approaches requires, on the one hand, a de-
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fense of  a realistic standpoint since there is a resistant 
outside world partially independent from human beings as 
a point of  reference or corrective for learning processes 
including for our social constructions of  reality (Bickhard 
1993). On the other hand, we have to recognize that the 
knowing subject is always an integral part of  reality which 
implies that there is no view from nowhere (external real-
ism), but only perspectives embedded in various contexts 
(internal realism).  

Following Hilary Putnam, George Lakoff, and Mark 
Johnson, as well as Martin Heidegger‘s notion of  being-in-
the-world, Brier (2008, 145) comes also to the conclusion: 
“Internal realism is the only realism we can have.” In this 
respect, his distinction between “objective reality,” which is 
rejected, versus “outside reality,” which is accepted, seems 
to be crucial (Brier 2008, 233). Therefore, the situated life-
world of  the knower has to be taken into account. Haber-
mas (2009, 204; my translation) writes: 
 

Anticipatory, the lifeworld can be described as the 
non-exceedable, only intuitively accompanying hori-
zon of  experience and as the fundamental, not con-
sciously present background of  a personal, histori-
cally situated, corporally embodied, and communica-
tively socialized everyday existence. 

 
Referring to Habermas and Merleau-Ponty, Brier analyses 
the contextuality of  human knowledge in some more de-
tail. Brier's (2008, 360-62) results replicate the fourfold 
distinctions of  the integral model (for further conver-
gence between cybersemiotics and integral theory see 
Esbjörn-Hargens and Zimmerman 2009, 555): 
 

But I do contend that the foundation for under-
standing the sciences, social sciences, arts, humani-
ties, and practical sciences, as well as philosophy and 
other systematic searches for meaningful, justified, 
and true public knowledge, must begin with the pre-
requisite that human beings are: 
 
1) embodied and biologically situated – our body is 
the principal system for the manifestation of  life 
and cognition; 
2) conscious and intentionally situated – conscious-
ness is the source of  an inner life of  cognition, voli-
tion, feeling, and perceptual qualities (qualia); 
3) meaning-situated in cultural practice – that is, 
through language in a social and cultural activity 
with a network of  other living, linguistic, conscious 
systems; and 
4) environmentally situated – in a nature or a uni-
verse that is partly independent of  our perception 
and being. 

Each of  these four worlds demands its own type of  narra-
tive. 

For a systematic organization of  epistemic contexts, 
these “four worlds” or quadrants identified by Brier and 
Wilber offer a reasonable point of  departure: behavior 
and organism (objective), consciousness and knowing 
(subjective), culture and worldview (intersubjective), soci-
ety and environment (interobjective).  

Since both the known and the knower have to be seen 
as integral parts of  reality, the AQAL model enables not 
only to locate the known objects in the ontological dimen-
sion but equally the knowing subjects in the epistemologi-
cal dimension, in our case the prerequisites of  the blind 
men (see Figure 6). 

The integral model visualizes the interdependent rela-
tions between four multi-leveled quadrants seen as con-
textual main areas in order to avoid the pitfalls of  mono-
causal explanations of  human knowledge, how they are 
occasionally postulated by reductionisms such as physical-
ism (objective), psychologism (subjective), sociologism (in-
tersubjective), or even holism (interobjective) (Esbjörn-
Hargens and Zimmerman 2009).  

The way a phenomenon (Greek: φαινόμενον, phainó- 
menon = “that which appears,” “occurrence”) is perceived 
and described depends on a complex context which as a 
non-exceedable horizon and pre-understanding influences 
our theoretical and metatheoretical background assump-
tion as Hjørland emphasizes in a debate with Szostak 
(Hjørland and Pedersen 2005; Hjørland 2008, 2009, 2010; 
Szostak 2008a, 2008b, 2010). Hjørland (2008, 337-38) 
writes: 
 

However, what Szostak ignores is that different theo-
ries “see” different phenomena in the world and uses 
different methods as well. Szostak seems to suggest 
that there is a neutral position from which the world 
can be observed objectively. I believe this is wrong. 
In the philosophy of  science have an “interpretive 
turn” taken place and the hermeneutic circle is now 
acknowledged as a fundamental condition. This turn 
implies that all interpretations are circular, indeter-
mined, and perspectival. This is also the case when 
describing and classifiying phenomena. 

 
Therefore, integral theory considers the phenomena clas-
sified in the AQAL basic schema not as pre-given ontic 
entities but as “largely-agreed-upon orienting generaliza-
tions from the various branches of  knowledge” (Wilber 
2000b, 5). At this juncture, the denominations of  the 
AQAL main classes are mostly adopted from other theo-
rists, in particular, Erich Jantsch, Gerhard Lenski, Jean 
Piaget, Erich Neumann, Jean Gebser, Erik Erikson, and 
Alfred N. Whitehead. 
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In other words, phenomena should not be seen as ob-
jective and neutral representations of  reality but as time-
dependent (re-)constructions which are in potential need 
of  revision. The present scientific theories are the point 
of  reference but understood as manifestations of  histori-
cally situated worldviews. Therefore, even the most valid 
scientific knowledge is considered as potentially obsolete 
in order to avoid ahistorical thinking: “In this way, onto-
logical theories change as conceptual and social structures 
... change” (Hjørland and Hartel 2003, 24).  

As a consequence, the common criticism raised by 
Elaine Svenonius (2004) that the concept of  integrative 
levels is necessarily based on a referential or picture theory 
of  meaning does not hold since even a contextual or in-
strumental theory of  meaning is compatible with the no-
tion of  stable patterns in nature such as nested hierarchies. 
In this paper, however, it is argued for a combination of  
both as it is proposed by integral theory or cybersemiotics. 

But even a differentiation of  the epistemological di-
mension into quadrants as areas of  contexts seems not to 
be sufficient to face the challenge of  relativism which is of-
ten concluded from perspectivism in claiming that each 
perspective is equally correct and valid: “It would be diffi-
cult to argue that only one of  the classifications is true rep-
resentation of  the knowledge and others are not true – or 
that one is more true than the others” (Mai 2004, 41). 
Therefore, the main task for any transdisciplinary approach 

to KO is to show how the manifold domain-specific per-
spectives are interrelated in order to provide a point of  de-
parture for mutual understanding, concept translation, and 
perspective taking as proclaimed, for example, in the León 
Manifesto: “the new KOS should allow users to shift from 
one perspective or viewpoint to another” (ISKO Italy 
2007, 6; see also Szostak 2007, 76; Kaipainen and Hau-
tamäki 2011, 509). 

The “modern contextualists” (Dervin 2003, 130), in 
claiming a primacy of  ontology, tend to a reification of  
contexts, treating them merely as aspects or facets of  a 
given phenomenon, whether it is an elephant or an ordi-
nary pen as in an analog example. Gnoli and Poli (2004, 
152) write: 
 

All these different descriptions are correct: each of  
them expresses a facet of  the object. Yet they are all 
descriptions of  the same object. Hence, one of  the 
main tasks of  information science is to find ways to 
integrate different descriptions of  the same object. 

 
But such a view marginalizes the differences of  contra-
dicting perspectives, and, even more important, relies fun-
damentally on the metatheoretical assumptions of  exter-
nal realism which has been rejected by most theorists in 
the philosophy of  science for decades. In separating the 
known object from the knowing subject, such a weak no-

 
 

Figure 6. Levels of  knowing (AQAL) 
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tion of  context mistakes the constitutive role of  the epis-
temological dimension with regard to human knowledge. 
The conclusion: though the “modernist” approaches to 
KO maintain a universal scope, these theories are not able 
to adequately implement perspectivism and contextualism. 

In contrast, the “postmodern contextualists” (Dervin 
2003, 130), in claiming a primacy of  epistemology, tend to 
an absolutization of  contexts in overemphasizing the arbi-
trariness of  knowledge construction. In constructivism, 
phenomena are legitimately seen as products of  the epis-
temic activity of  human beings, in the way that the blind 
men investigating the elephant give not merely different 
descriptions but “see” different phenomena. In other 
words, the elephant in itself  or a neutral description of  the 
elephant does simply not exist since there is always an ob-
server co-constructing the object of  interest. But post-
modernism at least in its stronger versions as stereotypi-
cally described by Mai (1999) or Szostak (2007) commonly 
concludes that epistemic pluralism implies epistemic rela-
tivism. Therefore, most “postmodernists” insist that the 
scope of  any KOS should be limited to specific “knowl-
edge-domains” (Hjørland and Hartel 2003, 242) seen as 
practice and discourse communities which constitute their 
own forms of  life, language-games, and worldviews. In 
other words, a context-transcending such as a transdiscipli-
nary or universal KOS is judged as unfeasible from the be-
ginning (Jacob 2000; Mai 2004; Hjørland 2008). Such a 
view seems to underestimate the reality-based aspects of  
human knowledge in relying on the metatheoretical as-
sumptions of  anti-realism. Obviously, such an absolutist 
constructivism possesses no criteria to make the divergent 
social constructions commensurable since the grasp on re-
ality is completely lost (Bickhard 1993). In rejecting a par-
tially human-independent reality, such a strong notion of  
context mistakes the constitutive role of  the ontological 
dimension with regard to human knowledge, in particular 
as reference point for learning processes as well as for 
cross-contextual translations. Wilber (2000b, 629) writes: 
 

We can translate languages because, even if  all con-
texts are situated, a great number of  contexts are 
similarly situated across cultures. “Context” does not 
automatically mean “relative” or “incommensur-
able.” 

 
The conclusion: Though the “postmodernist” approaches 
to KO take perspectivism and contextualism into account, 
these theories are not well equipped to defend a context-
transcending not to mention universal scope of  a KOS. 
Both approaches do not appear to be sufficient for an 
adequate transdisciplinary integration of  knowledge. 
Thus, the point of  departure for an alternative approach 
should be a metatheoretical position based on a combina-

tion of  both ontology and epistemology which would im-
plicate a multi-dimensional knowledge concept (Brier 
2008, 205-06). Onion and Orange (2002, 5) write:  
 

Knowledge is a transient state at the confluence of  
what is known, how it is known (knowing), and who 
knows it (knower). 

 
In difference to the “modernist” and “postmodernist” 
positions rather stereotypically contrasted in this paper, 
some main protagonists in recent discourse represent 
much more balanced points of  view. On the one hand, the 
interdisciplinary approach proposed by Szostak (2007) ar-
gues also for a third alternative, acknowledging that “hu-
man perceptions of  reality are to some extent constructed 
and to some extent constrained by external reality” 
(Szostak 2007, 46). Referring to Habermas, Szostak even 
attacks epistemic relativism since “scholars engaged in an 
open honest conversation can aspire to increased under-
standing” (Szostak 2007, 41). On the other hand, Hjør-
land (2008) emphasizes that to accept perspectivism does 
not mean to accept anti-realism: “I do not believe this 
leads to skepticism or antirealismus, because some theo-
ries do a better job than others” (Hjørland 2008, 338). But 
neither, however, comes to the self-evident conclusion 
that human knowledge as the confluence of  the known 
and the knower has to be seen from a developmental per-
spective how it is offered, for example, by the historico-
genetic approach in the sociology of  knowledge (Dux 
2011) or by integral theory (Wilber 2000b). Esbjörn-
Hargens and Zimmerman (2009, 8) write: 
 

During maturation the human worldspace [= “levels 
of  knowing”, M.K.] expands and deepens enor-
mously in many different ways. Because a more ex-
pansive and inclusive interior allows a more com-
prehensive worldspace to emerge, some assertions 
made about a given phenomenon are more compre-
hensive, and thus have greater validity, than other 
claims. Hence, integral perspectivalism is not equiva-
lent to relativism. We do not assert that all perspec-
tives are equal. Some truths are more comprehen-
sive than others. 

 
In ontogenesis, as well as in phylogenesis (or more pre-
cisely: in historiogenesis), reconstructive sciences such as 
cognitive psychology or cognitive anthropology are able to 
identify different developmental stages of  cognitive com-
petence or levels of  knowing from which one and the 
same object can be seen as different phenomena. Again, 
the elephant parable can give us an illustration: within a 
premodern magico-animistic worldview structure (pre-
operational cognition) the elephant might appear as a to-
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temistic animal ghost, whereas within a mythic-metaphysi- 
cal worldview structure (concrete-operational cognition) 
the elephant would rather be recognized as one creature in 
the middle of  a divine creation. Likewise, within a modern 
rational-scientific worldview structure (formal-operational 
cognition) the elephant would be considered as a biological 
organism and product of  a natural evolution, whereas 
within a postmodern pluralistic worldview structure (post-
formal cognition) the elephant is seen as an integral part of  
complex ecosystems and as an autopoietic form of  life 
which constitutes its own species-typical construction of  
reality (for a detailed reconstruction of  worldview struc-
tures see Habermas 1984, 43-74; Wilber 2000b, 210-261; 
Bammé 2011, 73-250; Dux 2011, 257-374). 

At least, such a strongly simplified example indicates 
the discontinuity between the levels of  knowing, which is 
why metatheoretical approaches based on a combined on-
tology and epistemology label such a view as “multi-stage 
realism” (Neuhäuser 2003, 178; my translation, M.K.) or 
“genetic ontology” (Fetz 1982, my translation, M.K.) in 
analogy to the well-known genetic epistemology proposed 
by Piaget. Although the chronologically later and more 
complex levels of  knowing include the cognitive compe-
tencies of  its precursors, none of  these stages should be 
ahistorically regarded as the ultimate level of  knowing 
since development is an open process.  

In other words, the “postmodernists” would legiti-
mately emphasize that there simply is no elephant “in-
itself ” but merely perspectives. Following cybersemiotics 
and integral theory, elephants as well as other phenomena 
do indeed exist independently from human observers but 
the crucial point is they do not exist independently from 
any observer at all. An elephant seen by a conspecific, re-
spectively a cell, a molecule or even an atom seen by the 
likes of  them, appears as a phenomenon, but as a signifi-
cantly different one as for a human being whether a tribal 
cave painter or a scientist socialized in a postmodern in-
formation society. Certain phenomena (e.g., an elephant as 
molecular-biological phenotype of  an evolutionary devel-
oped DNA sequence) only “appear” within a specific level 
of  knowing, which is why these phenomena literally de-
pend on knowing subjects with an adequate cognitive 
competence: “Real objects are not seen from a perspec-
tive—they are within that perspective” (Esbjörn-Hargens 
and Zimmerman 2009, 179). If  one follows the premise 
of  the equiprimordiality of  ontic and epistemic develop-
ment, then both have to be seen as an inextricable unity 
similar to the well-known equivalence concepts of  “space-
time” or “energy-matter” (for the ontological-epistemo- 
logical concept of  “dimension-perspective” see Esbjörn-
Hargens and Zimmerman 2009, 58). According to this 
view, there is no being without knowing, no knowledge 
without a knower, and no phenomenon without a level of  

knowing in which it appears (for the concept of  “phe-
nomenological space” or “worldspace” see Wilber 2000b, 
568-69). 

In each case, a reconstruction of  the structural devel-
opment of  human worldviews described as hierarchically 
emerging integrative levels of  knowing seems to be prom-
ising to enrich theory-building in KO research. Here, the 
crucial point is the distinction between the content of  
worldviews (cultural variant surface structures) and the 
underlying modes of  thinking or types of  rationality (cul-
tural invariant sequence of  deep structures) (Habermas 
1984; Dux 2011; Wilber 2000b).  

According to the principle of  integrative levels, the hig-
her and more complex levels of  knowing integrate and 
transcend the lower levels. Habermas (1984, 68) writes: 
 

With the transition to a new stage the interpretations 
of  the superseded stage are, no matter what their 
content, categorically devalued. It is not this or that rea-
son, but the kind of  reason, which is no longer con-
vincing... .  These devaluative shifts appear to be con-
nected with socio-evolutionary transitions to new 
levels of  learning, with which the conditions of  pos-
sible learning processes in the dimensions of  objec-
tivating thought, moral-practical insight, and aes-
thetic-expressive capacity are altered. 

 
From this perspective, even the difference between “mod-
ernism” and “postmodernism” appears as a transition be-
tween different deep structures implicating a “devaluative 
shift,” which categorically devalues the arguments pro-
posed by a mode of  thinking not reflecting the constitu-
tive role of  the knowing subject (for a discussion of  mod-
ernity/postmodernity informed by developmental theory 
see Dux 2011; Wilber 2000a, 2000b; Bammé 2011).  

This is exactly the reason why the theoretical founda-
tions of  a phenomena-based KO as it is sketched in the 
León Manifesto would not be able to convince anybody 
from the “postmodernist” camp. In a similar analysis, 
Jens-Erik Mai identifies the “shift from classification-as-
ontology, in which everything is defined as it is, to a more 
contemporary notion of  classification-as-epistemology, in 
which everything is interpreted as it could be” (Mai 2011, 
711) as the transition from modern to late modern or 
postmodern approaches. But a profound criticism of  
“modernism” in combination with an equivalence thesis 
claiming that all perspectives are equally correct and valid 
would involve itself  in a performative contradiction 
(Szostak 2007, 77; Esbjörn-Hargens and Zimmerman 
2009, 63-64). This could be avoided in adopting the non-
relativistic concept of  levels of  knowing as proposed in 
this paper. In this regard, Kleineberg (2012) identifies a 
further and even more elementary stage in the history of  
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classificatory cognition which one might add to the 
“postmodernist” and “modernist” approaches to KO and 
label as “premodernist.” From such a developmental view 
based on a historico-genetic reconstruction of  worldview 
structures, the question will be inevitably raised how a fu-
ture approach to KO would look like. A preliminary an-
swer is offered by Wilber (2000b, IX): 
 

But once consciousness evolves from formal to 
postformal—and thus evolves from universal for-
malism to pluralistic relativism—these multiple con-
texts and pluralistic tapestries come jumping to the 
fore, and postmodernism has spent much of  the last 
two decades attempting to deconstruct the rigid hierar-
chies, formalisms, and oppressive schemes that are 
inherent in preformal-to-formal stages of  con-
sciousness evolution. But pluralistic relativism is not 
itself  the highest stage of  development ... . Pluralistic 
relativism gives way to universal integralism. Where plu-
ralism frees the many different voices and multiple 
contexts, universal integralism begins to bring them 
together into a harmonized chorus. 

 
In this somewhat ambitious attempt to a context-
transcending integration of  knowledge, the universal scope 
of  “modernism” (“universal formalism”) should not be 
confused with the universal scope of, if  you will, “post-
postmodernism” (“universal integralism”); similar to the 
distinction between “world formula thinking” (Brier 2008, 
274) versus “transdisciplinary integration” (Brier 2008, 
143). The latter can also be described as an “alliance be-
tween perspectivism and realism” (Brier 2008, 233) which 
means that the epistemological dimension is consequently 
seen as an integral part of  reality. In this view, the “post-
modernist” assumption of  a “multiplicity of  co-existing 
universes” (Jacob 2000, 19) is taken for granted, although, 
the sum total of  the divergent perspectives is once again 
seen as a unity, respectively called reality. In order to distin-
guish such a combined ontological and epistemological 
concept of  reality from the more common view of  the 
merely physical “cosmos,” Wilber re-introduces the ancient 
term “Kosmos” (Wilber 2000b, 45) indicating a more ho-
listic view and rejecting what he calls “flatland ontology” 
(Wilber 2000b, S. 695) also known as “desert ontology” 
(Campbell and Bickhard 1986, 23). 

Accordingly, an adequate description of  a known object 
would be an integration of  the manifold mutually contra-
dictory perspectives. Esbjörn-Hargens and Zimmerman 
(2009, 565) write: “In one sense, integral knowledge of  a 
phenomenon is the totality of  interpretative perspectives 
taken on it by investigators using reliable methods.” The 
crucial question is how and to what extent we are able to 
organize the perspectival and contextual pluralism which 

are embedded in human knowledge without falling prey to 
epistemic relativism. Szostak (2007, 76) writes: “The basic 
tenet of  postmodernism is that scholars cannot rationally 
choose among competing perspectives: Only by showing 
that it is possible to integrate across different perspectives 
can postmodernism be transcended.” 

In this regard, the concept of  levels of  knowing how it 
is developed, in particular, in integral theory offers a 
promising organizing principle. In contrast to relativism, 
this view argues that within the history of  science (or 
more precisely: the history of  knowledge) several discon-
tinuities occur, but at the same time we are able to recon-
struct an overarching coherence within the long-term de-
velopment of  human cognition (Habermas 1984; Lerner 
and Kauffman 1985; Bickhard 1993; Oesterdiekhoff  
1997; Dux 2011; Wenzel 2000; Wilber 2000b; Robinson 
2004; Quilley 2010; Bammé 2011). Piaget and Garcia 
(1989, 275) write: “in the case where one cognitive struc-
ture gets replaced by another, larger one, the old structure 
becomes integrated within the new one, which permits the 
continuity of  knowledge.” 

In opposition to Thomas S. Kuhn’s famous thesis of  
incommensurability between subsequent paradigms, Piaget 
and Garcia (1989, 252) make a distinction between “social 
paradigm” versus “epistemic paradigm,” whereupon only 
the latter is able to identify and interrelate divergent scien-
tific perspectives in terms of  “lower level theory” versus 
“higher level theory” (Piaget and Garcia 1989, 264-65) in a 
non-relativistic way (Kitchener 1987; Tsou 2006). 

In analogy to traditional subject indexing, the attempt to 
classify knowledge by taken perspectives or points of  view 
might be termed “theory indexing” (Greek: θεωρία, theoría 
= “a looking at,” “viewing”) or even more comprehensive 
“viewpoint indexing.” This proposed supplement to index-
ing theory is to a lesser extent seen as an indexing of  single 
scientific theories but to a higher degree as indexing of  
more basic metatheoretical assumptions and most impor-
tant of  levels of  knowing how they manifest themselves in 
discourse-specific language-games and worldviews: “The 
challenge for the indexer is to interpret the world picture ... 
embedded in the document” (Mai 1999, 554). 

Epistemic contexts, however, are not limited to the 
viewpoints or perspectives (theory) but also include the 
methods (praxis) applied by the knowing subjects. For this 
reason, both of  them could be subsumed to the epistemo-
logical dimension; however, in this paper it will be empha-
sized that phenomena are always the result of  applied 
methods. In opposition to the weak interpretation that 
methods are seen as merely means to discover an objec-
tively given reality, the strong interpretation will be 
adopted that, in fact, methods co-construct the phenom-
ena under investigation (Jacob 2000; Hjørland 2008). Fur-
thermore, an intersubjective validation of  human knowl-
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edge requires that other researchers are able to compre-
hend and reproduce the applied methods. Therefore, for a 
transdisciplinary approach to KO it seems to be appropri-
ate to consider the methodological dimension of  knowl-
edge in its own terms. 
 
4.0 The HOW of  knowledge: methodology 
 
If  the elephant is a metaphor for reality, then the diver-
gent descriptions depend not only on the aspect of  the 
known object (WHAT) or on the perspective of  the 
knowing subject (WHO), but equally important on the 
method applied (HOW). In other words, even if  the seven 
blind men all investigate the elephant’s trunk and even if  
they all share a similar pre-understanding, a common 
worldview and a set of  language-games, the result could 
be seven completely incommensurable descriptions again. 

In particular, Szostak (2003) argues that scientific docu-
ments should not only be classified by subject but also by 
the theories and methods applied by scholars in order to 
enhance interdisciplinary knowledge transfer. But while 
theories tend to change over time and new theories 
emerge in a rather unmanageable way, methods do not. 
According to Szostak (2003, 26), there is a fair amount of  
fundamental and more or less well-defined methods 
which provide a foundation of  what one might term 
“method indexing”: 
 

There are, broadly speaking, some twelve distinct 
methods employed by scholars (often in combina-
tion): 
 
– experiments (including natural or quasi-

experiments) 
– surveys 
– interviews 
– mathematical models (and simulations) 
– statistical analysis (often, but far from always, as-

sociated with models), including secondary (that 
is, collected by others) data analysis 

– ethnographic/observational analysis (some 
would distinguish “interactual” analysis in which 
the investigator interacts with those under obser-
vation) 

– experience/intuition (some would treat this as an 
important subset of  observational analysis, since 
we are in effect “observing” ourselves here) 

– textual (content, discourse) analysis 
– classification (including evolutionary analysis) 
– mapmaking 
– hermeneutics/semiotics (the study of  symbols 

and their meaning) 
– physical traces (as in archaeology) 

– some would treat “evaluation” of  programs as 
distinct, though it can be seen as a combination 
of  some of  the above methods. Similar argu-
ments can be made with respect to “demogra-
phy,” case study, feminism, and perhaps also 
hermeneutics. Certainly, “case studies” involve 
the use of  one or more of  the above methods. 

 
This list includes quantitative (knowledge by description) 
and qualitative (knowledge by acquaintance) methods as 
well as analytical tools with regard to methodological indi-
vidualism (elements) and methodological collectivism (sys-
tems). In this respect, such a methodological pluralism 
seems to be appropriate to cover all three value spheres 
and its distinct validity claims. But a mere list of  methods, 
however, does neither describe how these practices are re-
lated nor how to combine them in a meaningful way as an 
added value for multi-, inter- or transdisciplinary research 
(for terminology, see Klein 1990, 55-73). Furthermore, the 
focus seems to be narrowed to scientific knowledge which 
would limit a future method indexing only to a fraction of  
the whole cultural heritage (for the complementary con-
cept of  “folk method,” see Esbjörn-Hargens and Zim-
merman 2009, 66). 

The AQAL model, already applied to the ontological 
and epistemological dimensions, provides a framework to 
systematize the methodological dimension as well. In this 
regard, Szostak’s list of  methods which could indeed be 
analyzed in more detail will be categorized into more gen-
eral “methodological families” (Esbjörn-Hargens 2006, 
88). The concept of  methodology (Greek: μέθοδος, meth-
odos = “a following after,” “way of  teaching or going”) is 
widely used as synonym to “method” and will be adopted 
to denote the way someone has to follow in order to ac-
cess the phenomena under investigation: “Each method-
ology discloses an aspect of  reality that other methods 
cannot” (Esbjörn-Hargens 2006, 87). 

The AQAL model locates the qualitative methodolo-
gies within the left hand quadrants and the quantitative 
methodologies within the right hand quadrants. In addi-
tion, the methodological individualism is represented in 
the upper quadrants and the methodological collectivism 
in the lower quadrants. Furthermore, within each quadrant 
a distinction is made between a direct perspective (inside) 
and an indirect perspective (outside). As a result, there are 
eight well-defined zones or methodological families which 
are irreducible to each other and interrelated in a com-
plement way. As an organizing principle, this systematiza-
tion is called “Integral Methodological Pluralism (IMP)” 
(Esbjörn-Hargens 2006, 84). The denotations given to the 
zones are merely general labels which each seek to inte-
grate a manifold of  zone-specific methods and techniques 
(see Figure 7 based on Esbjörn-Hargens 2006, 88): 
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Esbjörn-Hargens (2006, 86) writes: 
 

In short, IMP is a collection of  practices and injunc-
tions guided by the intuition that “Everyone is 
right!” and each practice or injunction enacts and 
therefore discloses a different reality. As a result, 
Wilber proposes three principles that secure a posi-
tion in reality for all perspectives: nonexclusion (ac-
ceptance of  truth claims that pass the validity tests 
for their own paradigms in their respective fields); 
enfoldment (some sets of  practice are more inclu-
sive, holistic, comprehensive than others); enact-
ment (phenomena disclosed by various types of  in-
quiry will be different depending in large part on the 
quadrants, levels, lines, states, types, and bodies of  
the researcher used to access the phenomena). 

 
In more detail, subjective phenomena (interior-individual) 
such as emotions, thoughts, or qualia in general are accessi-
ble either directly from a first-person-perspective, or indi-
rectly from a third-person-perspective how it is taken by a 
therapist with respect to a patient or by a zookeeper with 
respect to an elephant. In the former case, phenomenologi-
cal methodologies are applied such as introspection (“ex-
perience,” “intuition”), in the latter case rather structuralist 
methodologies, for example in cognitive psychology, are 
applied (“surveys,” “interviews,” “observational analysis”). 

Likewise, intersubjective phenomena (interior-collec- 
tive) such as cultural backgrounds, shared language-games, 
values or worldviews are accessible either directly from a 
participant’s perspective (“hermeneutics”), or indirectly 
from a more distant observer’s perspective (“ethnographic 
analysis”). The fact that intersubjective phenomena can 
also be studied in pre-human areas is documented by new 
research developments, particularly, in zoohermeneutics 
and biosemiotics (Brier 2008; Esbjörn-Hargens and Zim-
merman 2009). 

On the other side, objective phenomena (exterior-
individual) such as an organism of  a human being or an 
elephant are accessible either directly from an internal or-
ganism’s perspective, or indirectly from an external per-
spective. The latter is nothing else, but the most common 
scientific practice of  empirism such as counting, measur-
ing, or weighing (“experiments”). In contrast, the former 
methodology labeled as autopoiesis is one of  the less self-
explanatory techniques and one of  the latest developed in 
the history of  science. This methodological zone is also 
not mentioned on Szostak’s list. Developed by Chilean bi-
ologists Humberto Maturana and Francis Varela, autopoi-
esis seek to examine the biological level of  epistemology. 
The basic idea is to reconstruct how an organism registers 
its environment, although, not in terms of  qualia (interior-
individual) but in terms of  third-person-language, for ex-
ample, as a description of  how the organism’s materiality 

 
 

Figure 7. Integral methodological pluralism (AQAL) 
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(sensory organs, messengers, neural impulses, etc.) consti-
tutes its cognition of  what is. Such a reconstruction seems 
to be promising to learn something about the organism’s 
ability to construct its own conspecific reality. Brier (2008, 
194) writes: 
 

The main achievement of  Maturana and Varela ... is 
that they have conceptualized the basic limits of  liv-
ing and knowing – namely the autopoietic system – 
and have shown that there is a basic connection be-
tween living and knowing: To live is to know! 

 
Finally, interobjective phenomena (exterior-collective) 
such as cybernetic systems, biological ecosystems, or hu-
man societies are accessible either directly from a system’s 
perspective, or indirectly from an environment’s perspec-
tive. In the former case, the methodology labeled as social 
autopoiesis is developed by Niklas Luhmann in adopting 
Maturana’s and Varela’s biological approach for social sci-
ence. In contrast, in the latter case methodologies applied 
by Ludwig Bertalanffy’s general systems theory, Norbert 
Wiener’s cybernetics, or Claude Shannon’s mathematical 
theory of  communication consider interobjective relations 
from a more general and external perspective taken by the 
researcher (Brier 2008, 207-210; Esbjörn-Hargens and 
Zimmerman 2009, 255-56). 

The added value of  the AQAL model in general and 
the IMP in particular is to function as an orienting map 
which informs research programs when indicated about 
their blind spots: “One of  the basic premises of  Integral 
Research is that any phenomena under investigation 
should be examined simultaneously or concurrently from 
1st, 2nd, and 3rd person methodologies” (Esbjörn-
Hargens 2006, 89). 

As a prime example, Esbjörn-Hargens and Zimmerman 
(2009) provide a comprehensive analysis of  the ontologi-
cal, epistemological, and methodological dimensions of  
more than 200 different approaches to ecology and envi-
ronmental sciences based on integral theory and the 
AQAL framework. In KO research, cybersemiotics might 
be considered as one of  the most comprehensive ap-
proaches since all three value spheres and its validity claims 
or, likewise, all “quadrants” are explicitly taken into ac-
count in order to put forward a transdisciplinary integra-
tion of  knowledge (Brier 1996, 1997, 2000, 2003, 2008). In 
this regard, cybersemiotics can be seen as an attempt to 
combine the third-person-perspective commonly taken by 
approaches oriented in cybernetics or systems theory, and 
the second-person-perspective commonly taken by ap-
proaches oriented in semiotics or hermeneutics; and at the 
same time to integrate the first-person-perspective of  phe-
nomenology often neglected in KO theory. Esbjörn-
Hargens and Zimmerman (2009, 501) write: 

Cybersemiotics has been developed by Søren Brier 
in the 1990s as an integration of  phenomenology, 
biosemiotics, social autopoiesis, and information 
science. Cybersemiotics is a transdisciplinary nonre-
ductionist approach to cognition and communica-
tion that studies the exchange of  information and 
meaning in organisms... . Zones: 1, 3, 5, 7. 

 
The cybersemiotic approach, however, seems to disclose 
some “blind spots” by itself  as an IMP analysis is able to 
demonstrate. While the traditional empirical sciences (zo-
nes 6 and 8) are taken for granted and function as refer-
ence points for a criticism of  reductionism, the more 
structuralist and reconstructive methodologies (zones 2 
and 4), which are commonly applied to the long-term de-
velopment of  cognition, seem to be underrepresented, at 
least at the human level which is crucial for KO. 

This is somewhat surprising since cybersemiotics, quite 
similar to integral theory, is heavily influenced by evolu-
tionary semiotics of  Charles S. Peirce and based on a level 
model of  being and knowing (Combs and Brier, 2000; 
Brier 2003). In this view, the emergent levels of  complex-
ity from cells to frogs to elephants to human beings are 
simultaneously seen as both levels of  being and levels of  
knowing (“To live is to know!”). Furthermore, Brier em-
phasizes the importance of  a developmental approach 
even within the human level: “If  the human mind did not 
‘fall from the sky’ then it developed through evolution” 
(Brier 2008, 428). However, in order to reconstruct the 
long-term development of  human cognition in history 
such as the shift “from mythos to logos” (Brier 2008, 
129), we have to consider not only the biological evolution 
(phylogenesis) but the cultural development (historiogene-
sis) (Dux 2011). The latter requires reconstructive meth-
odologies since the transitions of  human consciousness 
from one level to another, transitions of  deep structures 
or modes of  thinking, are hardly accessible from the in-
side by direct methodologies such as phenomenology 
(zone 1) or hermeneutics (zone 3), but demand a distant 
look from the outside by indirect methodologies such as 
developmental structuralism (zone 2) or variants of  eth-
nomethodology (zone 4) (Habermas 1984, 102-142).  

Thus for KO theory, reconstructive approaches to hu-
man knowledge based on historico-genetical methodolo-
gies seem to be promising, in particular, the more ad-
vanced approaches rooted in the Piagetian tradition (Pia-
get 1973; Hallpike 1979; Habermas 1984; Campbell and 
Bickhard 1986; Piaget and Garcia 1989; Kitchener 1987; 
Oesterdiekhoff  1997; Dux 2011; Wenzel 2000; Wilber 
2000a, 2000b; Robinson 2004; Combs 2005; Tsou 2006; 
Bammé 2011; Kleineberg 2012; Seiler 2012). 

In summary, a transdisciplinary KOS considered as a 
“‘one place’ classification” (Hjørland 2008, 338) should 
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indeed be based on phenomena, although, the underlying 
phenomenon concept must be re-conceptualized as a tri-
adic relation. In other words, in order to localize a phe-
nomenon we have at least to determine three dimensions 
of  knowledge (for the concept of  “kosmic address” in-
troduced by Wilber see Esbjörn-Hargens and Zimmer-
man 2009, 158): 
 

Phenomenon = WHAT x WHO x HOW 
 
As a consequence, within library and information science 
an old desideratum can be addressed (Bies 1992): next to a 
descriptive indexing based on syntactics (e.g., the grammar 
of  bibliography including authority control or alphabetical 
order) and a subject indexing based on semantics (e.g., 
subject, aboutness, topicality), there is a need for a context 
indexing based on pragmatics (e.g., perspective, mode of  
thinking, paradigm, injunction) which includes both a 
viewpoint indexing (theory) and a method indexing 
(praxis) (see Figure 8). 

In this paper, it is argued that an adequate implementa-
tion of  contextualism with regard to human knowledge 
must be based on a triadic concept of  phenomenon and 
solid organizing principles for each dimension. Three of  
them are presented here, namely the traditional principle 
of  “levels of  being” (ontology), as well as two novel prin-
ciples termed “levels of  knowing” (epistemology) and “in-
tegral methodological pluralism” (methodology). Insofar, 
the desideratum of  a systematic organization of  epistemic 
context seems to be redeemable at least in principle, al-
though, the development of  specific applications of  the 
proposed WHAT-WHO-HOW approach to knowledge 
organization will be a matter of  further discussion. 

5.0 Conclusion 
 
In essence, the parable of  the blind men and the elephant 
is keeping its moral in both the weak and the strong inter-
pretation. If  you have eyes to see, you will get the big pic-
ture. The “modernist” exegetes, however, seem to ignore 
the interpretive turn in the philosophy of  science and the 
now widely accepted constructivism and perspectivism 
with regard to human knowledge. For this reason, the 
weak interpretation is only valid within a very limited 
scope in which the blind men already have a shared 
worldview and pre-understanding. Only in this special ca-
se, the descriptions of  the elephant could be integrated 
into a coherent whole, though a limited whole, and this 
seems to be the wisdom of  the parable, is nothing else but 
blindness. 

In other words, under the conditions of  postmeta-
physical thinking, a strong interpretation is the only op-
tion. The “postmodernist” exegetes would legitimately 
emphasize that the blind men with their divergent theo-
retical and metatheoretical frames of  reference as well as 
their methodological pluralism (co-)construct the phe-
nomena under investigation. The question, however, how 
to make the blind men see again even in this case seems to 
be completely abandoned by a “postmodernism” which 
seeks to arrange itself  with the aporia of  relativism. In-
deed, the answer appears to be as simple as conclusive. 
From a strong interpretation’s view, the big picture could 
be seen in following two steps: Firstly, we should be able 
to take alternative perspectives by means of  sufficient re-
constructions of  foreign worldviews; and secondly, we 
should be able to interrelate all these reconstructed per-
spectives in a systematic and non-relativistic way. 

 
 

Figure 8. The WHAT-WHO-HOW approach to document indexing 
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This is exactly what the historico-genetic approach in 
sociology of  knowledge is about. Here, the analysis of  
worldview structures and their transformations in history 
leads to the concept of  levels of  knowing considered as 
developmental cognitive stages of  increasing complexity 
and integration. In other words, this theory of  knowledge 
offers a novel organizing principle as a foundation for the 
proposed context indexing. 

Thus these preliminary thoughts about a future context 
indexing seek to challenge both camps of  KO research. 
On the one hand, Hjørland’s (2008) request to Szostak to 
offer new arguments for a phenomena-based KOS is ad-
dressed by means of  the proposed three-dimensional 
concept of  phenomenon. On the other hand, the univer-
sal scope of  KO how it is defended in Szostak’s (2008b) 
reply is addressed by means of  the proposed ontological-
epistemological concept of  reality which already includes 
the pluralism of  perspectives. 

In this paper, it is argued that if  the increasingly ac-
cepted precondition that human knowledge is always 
knowledge in context can be taken for granted, then a sys-
tematic organization of  epistemic contexts is mandatory 
for KO theory, in particular, for any phenomena-based 
approach. The main contribution of  this paper might be 
seen in the revision of  the underlying concept of  phe-
nomenon which is re-conceptualized as a triadic relation 
between the WHAT, the WHO, and the HOW of  knowl-
edge in order to implement perspectivism and contextual-
ism in the theory of  KO. Admittedly, previous phenom-
ena-based approaches to KO are not completely outdated 
or invalid but they have to integrate the epistemological 
(including methodological) dimension not merely as an-
other facet but as an constitutive and equivalent compo-
nent of  KOSs. Within the “modernist” camp (classifica-
tion-as-ontology) optimism seems to predominate in re-
gard to a “universal classification of  the phenomena stud-
ied by scholars and the theories and methods applied by 
scholars” (Szostak quoted in ISKO Italy 2007, 7), al-
though, the undeniable constructivism of  human knowl-
edge is hardly appreciated, which is why the level of  re-
flection offered by recent philosophy of  science is out of  
reach. In contrast, there is a prevailing skepticism within 
the “postmodernist” camp (classification-as-epistemology) 
with regard to a transdisciplinary organization of  knowl-
edge because the notion of  reality is literally lost since the 
constructivism of  human knowledge is seen as open to 
arbitrary and incommensurable fantasies. 

As an alternative, this paper proposes an integrative 
approach which one might label as “classification-as-
ontology/epistemology” based on a triadic phenomenon 
concept and on three fundamental organizing principles, 
namely the “levels of  being” (ontology), the “levels of  
knowing” (epistemology), and the “integral methodologi-

cal pluralism” (methodology) in order to avoid the com-
mon fallacy that epistemic pluralism implies epistemic re-
lativism. 

The end of  the story is that the elephant as well as the 
parable itself  is like every phenomenon or narrative open 
to different interpretations. Each of  them might be par-
tially true and none of  them might be finally privileged, 
but this does not mean that all taken perspectives are 
equally valid or that we are not able to organize them in a 
meaningful way. 
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